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Introducing MOSL’s strategy
In MOSL’s 2020/21 Business Plan, we
made 19 commitments to the market.
One of these commitments was to
extend our planning horizon to a
three-year period. This recognises that
many of the initiatives we are engaged
in will be delivered over multiple years.
It also responds to the feedback from
our members that they would value
greater visibility of our forward plans
and cost trajectory.
In order for us to adopt a mature business planning
approach for an evolving market it is vital that we are
clear where we want to be in three years’ time. MOSL’s
strategy review has sought to identify our vision – the
where we want to get to – as well as our purpose – why
we are doing it. This enables us to be clear on where we
are headed and how we best facilitate a successful
market for our members and their customers.

MOSL’s strategy outlines how we will grow and mature
the market and will inform our business planning
process. It will act as a single source of truth that
will help our own internal strategies and planning
and ensure that the decisions we make are guided
by our strategy and on achieving the right goals
and outcomes for customers.
It also takes account of external factors, the landscape
in which we are operating, and the stakeholders who
will help us along this journey.

Purpose
Vision

Why we are doing it

Where we want to get to

Strategy
		 What we need to do

A word from our CEO
We have developed MOSL’s strategy
at a critical time for the market, when
we are facing collective challenges and
seeking opportunities for the market
to survive and thrive. In defining our
purpose and vision and building our
strategy for the next three years, we
recognise that just like the market we
operate, this strategy must evolve over
the course of its lifespan.
It is essential, both as an organisation and as a market
operator, that we are clear on where we want to be in
three years’ time. Not only will this enable us to provide
a clear line of sight for our members, it also supports us
working towards a collective goal.
It’s about recognising the role we play as market
operator and what a successful market looks like. The
market is young. This is about defining ‘what we want to
be when we grow up’ and being really clear on how we
aim to get there.

We cannot deliver against our strategy in isolation,
it must resonate with all those we work with – both
internally and externally. In this document, we
outline our strategic priorities and the outcomes
we want to achieve over the next three years. This
is a living document and one which we will continue
to work to and we will provide regular updates on.
In sharing this strategy, I look forward to the
conversations it will start and the determination
it will drive for strategic change in the market.
I look forward to our continued collaboration as we
work to deliver against our strategy over the next
three years.

Understanding our Corporate Strategy landscape
In order to understand our strategy
landscape, it is vital that we consider
the internal and external factors that
may impact on the delivery of MOSL’s
three year strategy.
As part of the workshops we held internally with
colleagues, as well as conversations and discussions
we had with our stakeholders, we developed the
corporate strategy landscape. This is not designed to
be an exhaustive list, but rather to ensure that we have
captured the considerations of our stakeholders.
This landscape captures the high-level impacts which
have informed our thinking. Many will have inferences
to other factors such as the political and regulatory
landscape. Just like the strategy it informs, we will be
horizon-scanning as part of our business as usual
activity to ensure any emerging risks and opportunities
are factored into our strategy over the course of the
next three years.

Purpose
Vision
Strategic Priorities
and Results

1

Service Excellence

2

Data Insight

3

Market Improvement

4

Organisational Capability

Simple and effective services
that are easy to access

Evidence based decisions,
driving value for customers

A successful market that
is continually improving

A high performing team
set up to deliver change

Values

Advancing simple and effective water markets to unlock value and choice for customers
Using our collective expertise and independent insight to deliver the best customer outcomes
Strategic Outcomes
‘What will shift to achieve our results is…’
Tailored services,
easy to engage with

Understood cost
to serve, to
maximise value

Measures*
Increased efficiency
through technology

A transparent
and measurable
service

Sustainable
and valued,
high quality data

Data that
drives meaningful
insight

Insight that
drives decisions

A more efficient
and sustainable market

Addressed identified
market ‘pain points’

Appropriate
market governance
and assurance

Identified and
proactively addressed
emerging market issues

Change
delivery expertise

Improved
commercial and
financial acumen

An embedded
operating model

A ‘learning
organisation’

Expertise

Respect

Clarity

Targets

e.g.
• TP-NPS
• Automated service
dashboard reporting

e.g.
• Cost increase in line
or below inflation
• % compliance
against SLA’s
e.g.
e.g.
• Consumption data by • Data supports
market and geography real-time
segmentation
KPI reporting
e.g.
• TP and C-NPS
• Customer NPS
e.g.
• Employee NPS
• Change delivery
on time/to cost/
to plan

e.g.
• C-NPS increases
inline with
TP-NPS
e.g.
• % ENPS increase

Influence

Corporate Strategy Landscape
Key external factors considered
Economic climate

Impact of COVID-19 and PR19 on the
value of the market

Market performance

Reducing ‘cost to serve’ and improving
performance to sustain a healthy market

Delivering our core service
Providing a simple, fair and accurate
service = ‘right to do more’

Expanding our services
Leading the ‘direction of travel’ and
insight to solve market pain points

Customers

Similar ‘ask’ of MOSL from trading parties
and regulators
Segmentation for end customer needs

Common enablers
Operational excellence
Simplification of processes
and leveraging technologies in
order to create efficiencies for all
Providing insight
Using data to better inform our
customers and help protect the
UK’s finite water resources
‘Owning’ our role
Enabling market growth by challenging
and providing governance to all parties
Focus on the end customer
Commercial evidence of impact to the
end customer in all our decision making

Key internal factors considered
Clarity of direction

‘Ask’ to ‘keep it simple, honest and with
a clear line of sight’

Sustainability

Duty of care we have in protecting
long-term water resources for businesses

Automation

Reducing the level of manual activities
to help release potential of MOSLers

Culture

Retaining and building a collaborative,
caring and learning environment

Customer Service

Hiring and training to underpin ambition
of a ‘customer service organisation’

Our Purpose

“Advancing simple and
effective water markets
to unlock value and
choice for customers”
“We remain true to our role to
facilitate the market from a position
of independence and fairness, leading
the market to help everyone get more
value for what they pay for.”

Our Vision

“Using our collective
expertise and
independent insight
to deliver the best
customer outcomes”
“We will ensure that businesses can flourish by
being experts in leading change and innovation
and by harnessing our data insight to contribute
towards better customer outcomes and wider
water sector goals.”

Our Strategic
Architecture
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Purpose

Advancing simple and effective water markets to unlock value and choice for customers

Vision

Using our collective expertise and independent insight to deliver the best customer outcomes

Strategic Priorities
and Results

1

Service Excellence

2

Data Insight

3

Market Improvement

4

Organisational Capability

Simple and effective services
that are easy to access

Evidence based decisions,
driving value for customers

A successful market that
is continually improving

A high performing team
set up to deliver change

Values

Strategic Outcomes
‘What will shift to achieve our results is…’

Measures*

Tailored services,
easy to engage with

Understood cost
to serve, to
maximise value

Increased efficiency
through technology

Sustainable
and valued,
high quality data

Data that
drives meaningful
insight

Insight that
drives decisions

A more efficient
and sustainable market

Addressed identified
market ‘pain points’

Appropriate
market governance
and assurance

Identified and
proactively addressed
emerging market issues

Change
delivery expertise

Improved
commercial and
financial acumen

An embedded
operating model

A ‘learning
organisation’

Expertise

Respect

A transparent
and measurable
service

Clarity

Targets

e.g.
• TP-NPS
• Automated service
dashboard reporting

e.g.
• Cost increase in line
or below inflation
• % compliance
against SLA’s
e.g.
e.g.
• Consumption data by • Data supports
market and geography real-time
segmentation
KPI reporting
e.g.
• TP and C-NPS
• Customer NPS

e.g.
• C-NPS increases
inline with
TP-NPS

e.g.
• Employee NPS
• Change delivery
on time/to cost/
to plan

e.g.
• % ENPS increase

Influence

*Please note, these measures and targets are used for illustrative purposes. We are continuing to develop these as part of our three-year business planning.

Year 0 (20-21)

Year 1 (21-22)

Year 2 (22-23

Year 3 (23-24)

Service
Excellence

Strategic Horizons Roadmap (2020-2024) - Outcomes

Result
Simple and
effective services
that are easy to
access

Increased efficiency through technology
Tailored services, easy to engage with
Understood cost to serve, to maximise value

Data
Insight

A transparent and
measurable service
Sustainable and valued high quality data
Data that drives meaningful insight

Market
Improvement

Insight that drives decisions
A more efficient and sustainable market
Addressed identified market ‘pain points’
Appropriate market governance and assurance

Organisational
Capability

Identified and proactively addressed emerging market issues

Change delivery expertise
Improved commercial and financial acumen
An embedded operating model
A learning organisation

Operational Excellence

Result
Evidence based
decisions, driving
value for
customers

Result
A successful
market that is
continually
improving

Vision
Using our
collective
expertise and
independent
insight to
deliver the best
customer
outcomes

Result
A high
performing
team set up to
deliver change

Customer Intimacy/Product Leadership

Year 0 (20-21)

Priority 1 –

Year 1 (21-22)

Year 2 (22-23

Service Excellence

A transparent and
measurable service
Understood cost to
serve, to maximise value

Open and transparent reporting of
service performance (Q2 20/21)

Q4

A clear engagement map of
forums and groups (Q2 20/21)
A cost to serve framework that is
reported on (Q2 20/21)
A clear MOSL voice through
engagement channels (Q2 20/21)
An approved single business plan
in place (Q4 20/21)

An established/clear understanding of
trading parties' indirect cost base (Q4 20/21)

Q3

An established cost to serve model (Q3 21/22)
Benchmarks on industry costs (Q2 21/22)
A cost to target level roadmap (Q3 21/22)

Year 3 (23-24)

Result
Simple and
effective services
that are easy to
access
Increased efficiency
through technology
Delivery of our target architecture (Q4 23/24)
Creation of a ‘single front door’ (Q4 22/23)
Discreet functions/services and rich integration
capability (Q4 22/23)
A modernised core infrastructure (Q4 22/23)
Automated high-volume processes (Q4 22/23)
Technology-enabled strategic programmes
(Q4 23/24)
A rationalised MOSL IT estate (Q4 21/22)

Tailored services,
easy to engage with
Develop a service excellence culture (Q4 21/22)
Implement a service review framework (Q4 21/22)
Improve access to services (Q2 21/22)

Q4

Q4

Year 0 (20-21)

Priority 2 –

Year 1 (21-22)

Year 2 (22-23

Data Insight

Result
Evidence based
decisions, driving
value for
customers

Insight that drives
decisions
An established strategic market risk and opportunities register
(Q4 20/21)
An embedded evidence-based approach to prioritisation and
decision making (Q4 20/21)
Enhanced relationships with decision-makers that increases
our presence and voice (Q4 20/21)

Year 3 (23-24)

Q2

Established enduring market group (e.g. Strategic User Forum)
(Q4 20/21)
Regular thought-pieces on issues and potential futures (Q4 21/22)
A five year review of the market (Q3 21/22)
Prioritised opportunities for customers to access relevant market
information (Q2 22/23)

Sustainable and valued,
high quality data
Improved data quality: initially on customer
premises and asset (Q4 21/22)
Improved customer segmentation (Q3 20/21)
Improved consumption modelling (Q4 20/21)
Improved reporting and insight (Q4 23/24)
Prioritised opportunities to share data across
the market (Q4 21/22)
Prioritised opportunities for customers to
engage directly with the market (Q4 21/22)

Data that drives
meaningful insight
Established market intelligence capability (Q1 21/22)

Q3

An embedded approach to analysing cleansed, segmented data (Q2 21/22)
Established cases for insight driven change (Q3 21/22)
Identified opportunities to share data and information (Q3 21/22)

Q4

Year 0 (20-21)

Priority 3 –

Year 1 (21-22)

Year 2 (22-23

Year 3 (23-24)

Market Improvement

Result
A successful
market that is
continually
improving

Addressed identified
market ‘pain points’
Addressing inefficiencies in wholesaler-retailer
interactions (Q3 21/22)
Addressing strategic metering issues (Q4 21/22)
Code simplification (Q4 21/22)

Q4

Identified and
proactively addressed
emerging market issues

A more efficient and
sustainable market

An established approach to capturing and
addressing strategic market issues (Q4 20/21)

COVID-19 lessons learned and next steps (Q4 20/21)
Developing strong understanding of business models for
each trading party (Q1 21/22)
Review of the funding model for MOSL (Q3 21/22)
An established market finance forum (Q2 21/22)

Appropriate market
governance and assurance
A developed integrated approach to market
assurance (Q4 21/22)
Review of market governance issues (Q4 20/21)
Review of opportunities for customers to be
key decision-makers (Q4 21/22)
Implemented market governance
improvements (Q4 21/22)

Q4

Delivery of a three year targeted reduction in ‘core’
spend through efficiencies (Q4 22/23)

Q4

An established mechanism to identify
pain points and future improvement projects
(Q4 21/22)
Delivery of the future market improvement
and evolution programme (Q4 23/24)

Q4

Year 0 (20-21)

Priority 4 –

Year 1 (21-22)

Year 2 (22-23

Year 3 (23-24)

Organisational Capability

Result
A high
performing
team set up to
deliver change

An embedded operating model
Identified core capabilities required to
deliver strategic outcomes (Q2 20/21)

Q2

Design principles for our ‘to be’
Operating Model (Q2 20/21)

A learning organisation

Agreed ‘to be’ Operating Model (Q3 20/21)
Planning, communication and execution
of initial changes (Q2 21/22)

Establishing and contextualising the key pillars of a
Learning Organisation (Q3 20/21)
Clarity of Purpose (Q4 20/21)

Q3

Change delivery
expertise
Improved commercial
and financial acumen

A competence framework for
change delivery (Q2 20/21)

Q4

Employee awareness against the
framework (Q3 20/21)
A training plan to address
competence gaps (Q2 20/21)
Change delivery metrics/KPIs built
into yearly performance (Q2 20/21)
Established objectives and budget
for 2020/21 (Q3 20/21)
Personal and team knowledge
targets (Q4 20/21)

Developed capability as an ‘intelligent service provider’
(Q4 20/21)

Q3

A training and communications plan: business case owners
have right skills and knowledge (Q4 20/21)
Capability as an ‘intelligent client’ for key spend (Q4 21/22)
A ‘value for money’ culture (Q3 21/22)
Automated finance reporting that is simpler to use (Q2 21/22)

A holistic people experience: the MOSL employee value
proposition (Q2 21/22)
A thriving eco-system: developing external networks and
opportunities (Q3 21/22)
An agile learning infrastructure: a virtual learning
environment (Q2 22/23)
Insightful analytics to embed a learning culture (Q3 22/23)

Our Strategic Architecture
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